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Postscript
This album includes a picture of every day I lived in Bali.

It was not fun to have to leave Bali for almost 4 weeks among pleasant people.
Everyone I met on my way was always smiling, friendly and very helpful. My 
English is not the best, but all were sympathetic.

Not on some of my other travels, I have met and talked with so many people from 
around the world.

Will it be possible, I repeat the trip again in 2018, but in a slightly different way.
I will try to move around to different places in Bali and apply 5-6 weeks.

_________________________

The image on front page is from Taman Ujung Water Palace, located just north of 
Candidasa and near the coast.



The City gate in 
Candidasa

Candidasa city gate 
photographed from the south.



Sunset seen to 
the south

Absolutely beautiful sunset 
seen from the terrace at 
Bali Palms Resort at 6:30 p.m.



Today's menu  
on You & Me

It is Saturday, there is live 
music on You & Me, therefore 
I took my food here this 
evening. The food consisted of 
Satay sticks with accessories.



Woodworking 
without power

A walk to Tenganan a Sunday, 
I meet this incredibly friendly 
Balinese who live tells about 
his work.



The hallway to 
The Resort

Around the corner the whole 
resort be open with bar, 
restaurant, rooms and pool.



For tea and 
coffee tasting at 
Luwak

It is rarely free, but this 
experience at Luwak was. 
Were invited inside the 
plantation for tea and coffee 
tasting at Luwak.



Pool 
with the sea

With the sea in the 
background and the pool in 
the foreground, is the open 
restaurant right on the 
picture.



Visiting                
a road eatery

A few times I left the 
comfortable life in The 
Restort and went for a little 
trip to the south to look at the 
traffic and enjoy a Bintang.



The traveler 
himself

Resto You & Me 
The glass content is called 
Martini Special and made 
with genuine Balinese coffee.



Mary and Band

It is Saturday. 

Just like last year playing 
Mary and Band on You & Me -
and it's a really pleasant 
evening in the company of 
many different nationalities.

This night was special, Mary 
filled year this day. There 
were served birthday cake by 
the staff and everybody gave a 
birthday song for Mary.



Excursion

After 12 days here, chose this 
day on an excursion.

It became 3 temples, marvelous 
temples, and a rice terrace.

You see here Tirtagangga Water 
Palace.



The resort's 
plantation

Inside the resort was 
incredible with the beautiful 
vegation. 

Each day this vegation
observed.

Great work was done by the 
staff in this area.



Just outside    
the door

When I stepped out the door, 
this was my first sight.



Balinese   
dessert

Balinese dessert, homemade 
with caramel sauce and 
vanilla ice cream consumed in 
Bali Palms Resort.



The lagoon         
in Candidasa

When I arrived at the lagoon 
at the right time, it was 
possible to experience the 
lagoon like the picture.



Luwak

I needed to touch the old legs 
today. 

I needed a good photo of 
Luwak, therefore went the 
walk out to the orchard 
where Luwak lives.



The back door
to Tenganan

Last time I visited Tenganan, I 
did not come all the way to the 
Old Town. 

That part of Tenganan is like 
landing in the Danish Middle 
Ages.



The residence

My residence here is the 
terrace right on the photo and 
first floor. There were good 
views of the resort.



Unexpected visit

This little fellow lived behind 
my room in a hole in the 
plinth in the building 
opposite.



Rock Islands 
seen from        
The Resort

Just outside Candidasa is 
located three small rocky 
islands. 

Around the three islands it is 
possible to see and 
experience the coral reefs.



Decoration

Balinese has an incredible 
ability and imagination to 
decorate their home. in this 
case a resort I visited in 
Candidasa and had a chat 
with the host.



Evening 
with dance and 
music

These three beautiful balinese
girls appeared with 6 dance, 
which included fire. 

It was not easy to let go again.



Rice fields

Just outside The Resort, a few 
hundred meters away, lay the 
rice fields. 

The paths between the fields 
is not built for Danes, so 
narrow they are.



The Team

The Team at The Resort was 
indescribably lovely. Always 
with the smile on his face as 
in this photo.

Thanks for a wonderful 
experience among you.



YoYo in full 
flower

When YoYo served drinks 
were always with much 
dignity. 

I can not remember the name 
of beverages. 

Before the picture was taken, 
I asked for permission, which 
YoYo replied: "Yes, $ 10" and 
grinned wildly over the head.



The Bali Palms 
Resort

The resort was divided into 
three groups. 

Hotel, timeshare and 
condominiums. At the photo 
are the condominiums 
overlooking the sea.



Doha Airport

Stopover in Doha in 6 hours.
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